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Future 1 Simple/ will-Future mixed exercises WORKSHEET

I will read a book. (affirmative Future I)
Will I read a book? (question Future I)
I won't read a book. (negative Future I)

1. Future 1 Simple: Make sentences.

1. the - doctor - examine (untersuchen) - the - patient - not - .

2. the - man - have - an - operation?

3. the - children - ride - their - bikes - to - school.

4. they - go - on - a - trip?

5. the - students - not - stay - in - Berlin - for - a - week.

The students _______________________________________.

6. Emma - eat - in - a - fast - food - restaurant?

fast food restaurant?

7. about - the - be - happy - results - . - The - will - students

8. The - stop - here - . - not - train

9. meet - today - ? - we - our - friends

10. in time ? the test you finish